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ABSTRACT The rapid proliferation of artificial intelligence has led to the development of sophisticated
cutting-edge systems in natural language processing and computational linguistics domains. These systems
heavily rely on high-quality dataset/corpora for the training of deep-learning algorithms to develop precise
models. The preparation of a high-quality gold standard corpus for natural language processing on a large
scale is a challenging task due to the need of huge computational resources, accurate language identification
models, and precise content parsing tools. This task is further exacerbated in case of regional languages
due to the scarcity of web content. In this article, we propose a generic framework of Corpus Analyzer –
Corpulyzer – a novel framework for building low resource language corpora. Our framework consists of
corpus generation and corpus analyzer module. We demonstrate the efficacy of our framework by creating
a high-quality large scale corpus for the Urdu language as a case study. Leveraging dataset from Common
Crawl Corpus (CCC), first, we prepare a list of seed URLs by filtering the Urdu language webpages. Next,
we use Corpulyzer to crawl theWorld-Wide-Web (WWW) over a period of four years (2016–2020).We build
Urdu web corpus ‘‘UrduWeb20’’ that consists of 8.0 million Urdu webpages crawled from 6,590 websites.
In addition, we propose Low-Resource Language (LRL) website scoring algorithm and content-size filter
for language-focused crawling to achieve optimal use of computational resources. Moreover, we analyze
UrduWeb20 using variety of traditional metrics such as web-traffic-rank, URL depth, duplicate documents,
and vocabulary distribution alongwith our newly defined content-richnessmetrics. Furthermore, we compare
different characteristics of our corpuswith three datasets of CCC. In general, we observe that contrary to CCC
that focuses on crawling the limited number of webpages from highly ranked Urdu websites, Corpulyzer
performs an in-depth crawling of Urdu content-rich websites. Finally, we made available Corpulyzer
framework for the research community for corpus building.

INDEX TERMS Common crawl, web crawling, text corpus, corpus analysis, regional languages corpora.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
revolutionized the Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Computational Linguistics fields. Modern state-of-the-art
NLP technologies are assisting humans to interact with
machines using different modalities like text, speech, and
vision [1]–[3]. For instance, sentiment/emotion analysis,
plagiarism detection, intelligent assistants, chatbot, ques-
tion answering systems, search engines, and recommender
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systems are now commercially successful AI-based systems
[4]–[19]. Last year, only chatbots assist 1.4 billion users
while generating the revenue of $2.6 billion [20]. The mar-
ket based on Natural Language Generation (NLG) services
like automated journalism, text summarization, and auto-
matic business analytics are expected to grow to $825 mil-
lion by 2023 with Compound Annual Growth Rate (CARG)
of 20.3% [21]. The success of these AI-based systems is
attributed to the advancement in deep learning models, supe-
rior high-performance computing, and availability of the
large scale high-quality text corpora. Text corpora is a key
enabler of different widely adopted AI-based systems such as
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machine translation system [22]; speech-to-text (STT) [23];
automatic information extraction and understanding sys-
tems [24]; chatbots and virtual-assistants [25].

Current AI-based systems are mainly designed for the
English and European languages. A key reason for the
development of such technologies is the availability of
high-quality corpora of these languages [26]. On the other
hand, the progress of similar systems for other languages is
stagnant due to the scarcity of high-quality large scale text
corpora. Asian languages such as Hindi, Bengali, Indonesian,
Urdu,Marathi, and Turkish are widely spoken languages with
85-637 million speakers [27]. However, these languages fall
into low-resource and low-density language categories due to
the unavailability of gold standard text corpora. According to
the survey, 20% (1.26 billion) population of the world speak
the English language while only 4.8% (369 million) speakers
use English as their first language [28].With 80%of theworld
population unfamiliar to the English language, NLP systems
based on deep learning for Low-Resource Languages (LRL)
are imperative need of current times.

In general, World-Wide-Web (WWW) is used as a key
source to develop high-quality text corpus for different
natural languages [29]–[31]. However, crawling the whole
WWW is a challenging task and requires huge computa-
tion, storage, and human resources. In addition, it requires
explicit language identification models and content parsing
tools. By crawling the WWW, large scale text corpora of
English [32]–[34], Chinese [35], German [36], Arabic [37],
and multi-lingual [38] content are build. The augmentation
of these datasets is possible because there is sufficient web
content produced in the target languages. Indeed, due to the
paucity of online content in case of LRL, the data collection
task is like finding a needle in the haystack. Common Crawl
Corpus (CCC) [39] is an organization that maintains an open
repository of web crawled data and provides regular crawls
of WWW on monthly basis. However, building a corpus of
a low-resource language from CCC is a challenging task due
to: i) sampling techniques, ii) filtering of webpages of target
languages, and iii) full parsing of CCC.

On the other hand, several key challenges need to be
addressed if one decides to build a corpus of a low-resource
language using indigenous resources. First, there is a need for
a sufficient hardware infrastructure that consists of servers,
storage, and networking devices. Since the majority of the
online content consists of English and European languages,
therefore, crawlers need to filter out such content in majority
of the cases resulting in low yield rate and waste of com-
putational resources. Second, the vast amount of webpages
in low-resource languages also contain multi-lingual content.
For instance, only 2.48-12.83%webpages of Asian languages
have content in one language [40], [41]. The inclusion of
multi-lingual content will result in low-quality corpora of a
target language. In this article, we argue that in order to build
high-quality corpora of low-resource languages, we need an
intelligent framework. For this purpose, we propose ‘‘Cor-
pulyzer’’ – a novel framework for building low resource

language corpora. Our framework contains two modules:
i) corpus generation and ii) corpus analyzer. The first mod-
ule utilizes our proposed LRL website scoring algorithm
and content filters to collect language-specific webpages
with optimal usage of computational and storage resources.
In particular, this module uses our Web-ArticleMiner (Web-
AM) algorithm and content-size filter to mitigate content
noise. The second module examines the developed cor-
pus with respect to state-of-the-art metrics used in web
measurements, Natural Language Processing (NLP), and
Information Retrieval (IR). In literature, analysis of different
developed corpora is generally performed by using charac-
teristics of crawled content only. In general, language com-
munity has ignored key distinguishing characteristics of the
crawled websites. We argue that an in-depth analysis of con-
tent sources is necessary to ascertain the quality of corpus.
Therefore, our framework examines the crawled websites by
performing an extensive analysis with variety of metrics like
Web-traffic-rank, URL depth, and Churn rate. Moreover, two
metrics of webpage-language-share and website–language-
richness are introduced to examine the content-richness of
LRL corpora.

In this work, we build upon our previous approach [40]
where we developed a dataset consisting of 1.28 million
Urdu webpages from CCC 2016 dataset. Our analysis on the
dataset manifests the presence of 84% noisy webpages that
motivated us to design a framework to build high-quality LRL
corpora. We demonstrate the efficacy of our framework by
preparing the high-quality Urdu Web Corpus (UrduWeb20)
as the case study. First, we prepare a list of seed URLs by
filtering Urduwebpages fromCCC by using open-source lan-
guage identificationmodule of Compact-Language-Detector-
2 (CLD2) [42]. With Corpulyzer framework, we crawl the
WWWover a period of four years (2016-2020) using our own
crawling infrastructure. Our corpus contains 8.0 million Urdu
webpages crawled from 6,590 websites. Our analysis of the
vocabulary of UrduWeb20 reveals the presence of 89.75%
Urdu and 10.25% non-Urdu tokens. Moreover, we develop
three datasets of CC-Urdu-meta, CC-Urdu-html, and CC-
Urdu-crawl after filtering Urdu webpages from CCC for
comparison. Our comparison of different datasets illustrates
major CCC limitations for building LRL corpora. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to design
a framework to prepare and analyze the high-quality large
scale text corpus of low-resource languages. Our survey on
existing Urdu language corpora indicates that UrduWeb20 is
the most representative dataset of Urdu content crawled from
WWWto date.We have released Corpulyzer1 for the research
community.

Our major contributions are as follows:

• We present a novel framework of ‘‘Corpulyzer’’ to
prepare and analyze the text corpus of different
low-resource natural languages.

1https://sourceforge.net/projects/corpulyzer-urdu/
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• We propose LRL website scoring algorithm to increase
the yield rate of our crawler. Our algorithm config-
ures the crawler to prioritize the content-rich websites
of the target language.

• With Corpulyzer, we prepare Urdu Web corpus
(UrduWeb20) that consists of 8.0 million Urdu web-
pages crawled from 6,590 websites. Our UrduWeb20 is
composed of rich vocabulary of 4.1 billion total and
13.1 million unique uni-gram tokens.

• We empirically calculate the threshold value of bytes in
a webpage to design our content-size filter. Our calcu-
lation shows 256 bytes of content as an optimal value
of the threshold for the selection of Urdu language
webpage.

• We compare UrduWeb20 with three datasets of CCC.
Our comparison indicates that for low-resource natural
languages CCC is not a reliable resource due to biasness
of CCC towards high-rank websites and filtering of
webpages greater than 1MB.

• Our analysis on crawled websites indicates that
well-known website ranking algorithms like Alexa traf-
fic rank and Harmonic centrality are not suitable for the
selection of websites to create LRL corpora.

The rest of our paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents the related work and Section III introduces the
definitions and formulas of terms used in our article.
In Section IV, we present the Corpulyzer framework. Details
of our case study to build the Urdu language corpus are
provided in Section V. The detailed analysis of our developed
Urdu language corpus is reported in Section VI. We compare
UrduWeb20 with other Urdu datasets in Section VII along
with some salient NLP/IR applications. Finally, we conclude
our paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK
With the rise of Internet, NLP, and IR research commu-
nities have explored various aspects of the online content.
This include large scale corpus building [37], [43], [44], text
corpus driven service development [45]–[47], online content
distribution analysis [48]–[52], corpus characteristics investi-
gation [53], [54], websites analysis [55]–[59], and webpages
classification [60]–[63].

A. LRL CORPORA – WEB
A number of studies have focused on developing the corpus
of different languages by filtering webpages from Common
Crawl Corpus [64]–[67]. For instance, Veisi et al. [68] pro-
cessed the content of CCC, published books, and magazines
to develop the first Central Kurdish language text corpus –
AsoSoft. It contains 0.458 million Kurdish documents com-
posed of 188 million total and 4.66 million unique tokens.
In another study, a framework of CCNet was developed to
extract mono-lingual content from CCC [52]. CCNet uti-
lizes FastText word-embeddings to calculate the distance
between Common Crawl and Wikipedia webpages to iden-

tify the target language in the content. A similar framework
of LanguageCrawl [69] filtered out language-specific web-
pages from CCC using CLD2 to developWord2Vec language
models of various languages. In addition, Dunn [51] devel-
oped multi-lingual corpora of 148 languages and 423 billion
tokens from CCC. Despite the need for high compute and
storage, few efforts have been made to crawl the World-
Wide-Web (WWW) to develop text corpora of low-resource
languages. Suwaileh et al. [37] crawled mono-lingual cor-
pora of ArabicWeb16 containing 150.9 million webpages
from 768K websites. In this study, authors customized their
crawler to prioritize Arabic websites for crawling. Similarly,
C4Corpus containing 12 million webpages from 53 lan-
guages is built by crawling the web [38]. For the develop-
ment of C4Corpus, URLs from CCC were used as a seed
and link graph methodology is utilized to fetch webpages.
Similarly, Krasselt et al. [70] performed focused crawling
to fetch Swiss content from news, governmental, parlia-
mentary records, companies, and NGO websites to develop
Swiss-AL corpus. Swiss-AL corpus contains 8 million texts
and 1.55 billion tokens. Similarly, we built a Urdu language
corpus of 1.28 million Urdu webpages from CC corpus
of 2.87 billion webpages [40], [50].

B. LRL CORPORA – SOCIAL MEDIA
Today, social media is a rich source to develop text corpora
for different NLP tools [71]–[75]. Leveraging the content
of these social media platforms, Cross-Lingual Arabic Blog
Alerts (COLABA) [76] project has focused on collecting
Arabic content from different social media platforms like
blogs, discussion forums, and chats to develop NLP tools.
COLABA used the collected data to develop Dialectal Ara-
bic Information Retrieval Assistant (DIRA) [77], a term
expansion tool to generate dialect search terms with relevant
morphological variations from English or standard Arabic
query terms. Similarly, Ljubešic et al. [78] presented an
open-source tool of TweetCat to develop large scale tweets
corpora for small languages. In this study, the authors demon-
strated the effectiveness of their tool by developing a cor-
pus of Serbian and Slovene languages containing 26.0 and
4.5 million tweets, respectively. In addition, 300 million Ger-
man language tweets were utilized to train word-embedding
models [79].

C. CORPUS ANALYSIS
Finding the distribution of online content of different natural
languages is a challenging task. Grefenstette and Nioche [48]
conducted the first study to estimate the share of different
languages in online content by leveraging open-source lan-
guage detection library [80]. Their analysis of online web-
pages crawled from 1996 to 2000 revealed that the majority
of webpages contain content in English, French, Deutsch,
Russian, and Spanish language. Tan et al. [81] examined
the dissimilarity of words in English corpora developed
from social media and web content. Authors compared the
word-embeddings of both corpora and their analysis indicates
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TABLE 1. Background information and terminologies.

the usage of jargon, slang, and other informal words in social
media corpus.

From the above literature survey, we observe that sys-
tems are developed to collect low-resource languages con-
tent by either filtering language-specific content from large
scale repositories or by crawling the whole WWW. How-
ever, the quality of crawled corpora is investigated using
limited metrics such as vocabulary distribution and docu-
ment length. Leveraging these research efforts, we propose a
Corpulyzer framework to develop large scale repositories for
low-resource languages by crawling theWWW. Furthermore,
Corpulyzer lays the foundation of extensive analysis of tex-
tual corpora by investigating various characteristics like web
measurements, NLP/IR analysis, and content-richness.

III. BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGIES
In this section, we discuss important background information
and terminologies used in web measurements, natural lan-
guage processing, and information retrieval research related
to natural language corpora.

A. WEB MEASUREMENTS
A webpage or a web document is a collection of information
available online that can be displayed using a browser via
a unique URL address. The collection of these webpages
sharing the same domain name is called as website. In addi-
tion, the URL hierarchy of webpages is used to investigate
the extent to which crawler is fetching content from each
website. A high URL depth – calculated after splitting a URL
using delimiter of ‘/’ [82] – indicates that crawler is able
to crawl more content from a particular website. Moreover,

Jaccard similarity of URLs in different corpora is calcu-
lated to find the overlapping webpages. Jaccard similarity
calculates the ratio of distinct overlapping samples between
two datasets. For example, Jaccard similarity coefficients
(simJaccard) between two datasets A and B that contain URLs
of webpages is calculated using the Equation 1:

simJaccard =
|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B|

(1)

Similarly, churn-rate is a key metric used to analyze the
overlap of websites between two datasets, e.g., if the first
dataset contains 100 websites and the second dataset con-
tains 70 websites from the first dataset, then the churn rate
is 30%. Finally, web-traffic-rank of a website is a relative
score assigned after ranking all websites on the Internet with
respect to the amount of their organic web traffic. The web-
traffic-rank of a website shows trust of users on the informa-
tion and quality of webpages hosted by that website. These
terms are briefly summarized in Table 1.

B. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (NLP)
The analysis of different aspects of the vocabulary of a lan-
guage is a key component for corpora preparation. Unique-
tokens represent distinct words in corpora while total-tokens
highlight the total number of words irrespective of how often
they are repeated. In addition, language-tokens are referred
to words in the corpus belonging to a target language after
filtering non-language-tokens using uni-codes of the target
language. In natural language processing, Zipf’s law is often
used to study the relationship between word-frequency and
the word-rank. Zipf’s law states that if we assign ranks to
all words of language according to their frequencies in some
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FIGURE 1. Architecture of Corpulyzer framework.

FIGURE 2. Web crawler – Flow diagram of different phases.

long text, then the resulting frequency-rank distribution fol-
lows a very simple empirical law and plot of log (rank) vs
log (frequency) will produce a straight line with slope -1.

C. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (IR)
The diversity of corpus is a crucial characteristic to judge the
quality of an IR system. A key metric to examine the diversity
is to find the duplicate webpages in a corpus. In general, there
are two classes of duplicate webpages, i.e., exact-duplicates
and near-duplicates. Webpages with same textual content
are called exact-duplicates. For example, two webpages with
content ‘‘I am a reader’’ are exact-duplicates of each other.
On the other hand, webpages with similar but not same
content are known as near-duplicates. The content of these
webpages may differ by fewwords or sentences. For instance,
two webpages with content of ‘‘i am a reader’’ and ‘‘i am a
slow reader’’ are near-duplicates.

IV. CORPULYZER FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe the architecture of the Corpulyzer
framework. First, we present different components of the
corpus generation module. Next, we discuss the evaluation

metrics proposed for corpus analysis to gain insights into the
crawled content.

A. CORPUS GENERATION
Figure 1 shows the Corpulyzer framework that consists of
two major modules: corpus generation and corpus analyzer.
The corpus generation module requires four essential com-
ponents: i) LRL crawling, ii) content parsing, iii) content
filtering, and iv) LRL website scoring. Next, we dive into the
details of these components.

1) LRL CRAWLING
Web crawling is a vexing problem and is considered as
the heart of any corpus generation process. The purpose of
the web crawler is to discover, collect, and index webpages
available online. In particular, a web crawler consists of five
phases of injection, generation, fetching, parsing, and update
database. Figure 2 shows these major components and a
complete cycle of a typical web crawler. The first phase of
injection selects the list of pre-selected seed URLs to initiate
the crawling process. Next, the generation phase ranks the
URLs according to a ranking algorithm and selects top URLs
for the initial crawling. In the fetching stage, crawler sends
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web requests to the selected URLs to fetch and store the
HTML2 of webpages. Next, the parser stage parses crawled
webpages to extract and index themain content and outerlinks
found on webpages. Finally, during update database phase
new website ranking score calculated through a ranking algo-
rithm is assigned for the selection of URLs in the next cycle.

For LRL crawling, we select open-source Apache-Nutch
web crawler version 2.4 released in October, 2019 [83].
In addition, Apache Hadoop HDFS v2.7 [84] infrastructure is
used with total of 10 machines, 125 GBRAM, 25 TB storage,
and 45 CPU cores. Also, Hadoop database (Hbase) v0.98 [85]
is integrated with Nutch for indexing of the crawled data.
As such, Nutch web crawler is not suitable for crawling
of LRL web content due to three major limitations. First,
the majority of the URLs on the WWW contains content
of English and European languages. Therefore, the absence
of any language filter will result in a low yield rate of
Nutch web crawler. Yield rate is defined as the success-
ful crawling rate per crawl cycle [86]. Second, Nutch web
crawler has implemented different ranking algorithms like
Online Page Importance Computation, Link Analysis, and
WebGraph to calculate website ranking score of URLs in the
update database phase [87]. These algorithms generally pri-
oritize popular websites having huge number of outlinks for
crawling which in many cases is not true for LRL webpages.
Finally, webpages often contain HTML tags, advertisements,
headers, footers etc., that need to be removed. Therefore,
effective noise mitigation filters are required for Nutch web
crawler to develop high-quality mono-lingual corpora.

2) CONTENT PARSING
In Nutch, different plugins are available to parse various
MIME3 types like HTML, JSON,4 JavaScript, and Zip etc.
In particular, the most common MIME type of ‘text/html’ is
parsed using HTML parser. HTML parser removes HTML
tags and extracts the remaining text. However, this approach
also selects the noisy text from unnecessary sections like
publicity, banner, and menus etc. In this regard, first, we inte-
grate open-source library Boilerpipe [88] in HTML parser of
Nutch. Boilerpipe uses HTML tree structure of a webpage
and text-based features with a binary classifier to extract the
main content. In general, the Boilerpipe module of ‘Article
Extractor’ provides significant results for the extraction of
the main content. However, we observe that Boilerpipe also
selects noisy text such as headers and captions along with the
main content. Therefore, we enhance the Boilerpipe library
by introducing a rule-based algorithm of Web-Article Miner
(Web-AM) [89]. Web-AM removes the noise of Boilerpipe
selected content using the observation that the main content
is comprised of large length with simple formatting and noisy
content contains short text with rich formatting. Web-AM
scans the complete HTML tree and selects content from the

2Hyper Text Markup Language
3Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
4JavaScript Object Notation

Algorithm 1 LRL Website Scoring Algorithm
1: functionMapper(key, page)
2: host ← getHost(key)
3: EMIT (host, page)
4:

5: function Reducer(key, PageArray)
6: LangeBytes← 0
7: FetchedDocCounter ← 0
8: PageCache[]← NULL
9: foreach( page in PageArray ):
10: PageCache.add(page)
11: if pagenotfetched then
12: continue
13: LangBytes += getLangBytes(page)
14: FetchedDocCounter += 1
15: close loop
16: avg.bytes← LangBytes/FetchedDocCounter
17: foreach( page in PageCache ):
18: PageScore← avg.bytes
19: EMIT (key, page)
20: close loop

only node with the maximum number of characters and its
neighboring nodes at the same tree level. The noisy content
on other tree levels is discarded by Web-AM. The Web-AM
algorithm and its implementation details are described in our
previous research [89].

3) CONTENT FILTER
Next, we find different natural languages – language distri-
bution – present in the content extracted by Web-AM using
open-source language identification library of Compact Lan-
guage Detector 2 (CLD2) [42]. Our goal here is to select
webpages of any target language. However, we observe that
some webpages in which target language is identified contain
insufficient amount of target language content. Therefore,
the selection of such webpages introduces noise in the corpus.
To remove such low-content noisy webpages, we design a
content-size filter that selects the minimum number of docu-
ments contributing to the 95% of the total bytes of that target
language present in the crawled data.

To design such a filter, first, we crawl webpages of
pre-selected seed URLs of a target language. Next, we extract
the main content of crawled webpages using Web-AM and
calculate the total bytes of target language present in the
crawled data. Then, we apply minimum threshold values
of 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 bytes of target language to
remove webpages with content less than threshold value.
To select appropriate threshold value for content-size filter,
we compare the target language bytes present in all fetched
webpages selected after each threshold value (Bytesthreshold)
with total bytes (Bytestotal) present in all these webpages
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TABLE 2. Definition and description of defined terms.

using Equation 2

Percentagethreshold =
Bytesthreshold
Bytestotal

× 100 (2)

Minimumthreshold value preserving at least 95 percent
bytes of a target language is selected as threshold value
of content-size filter. We integrate the Java implementation
of Boilerpipe, Web-AM, and content-size filter in Nutch
crawler.

4) LRL WEBSITE SCORING
Asmentioned earlier, website ranking score algorithms avail-
able in Nutch are biased towards popular websites. Therefore,
LRL crawling needs a language focused scoring algorithm.
To achieve this goal, we define our own LRL website scoring
algorithm to assign a ranking score to websites. The aim
of our algorithm is to prioritize websites for crawling with
high-quality content of the target language. To assign LRL
website score to a particular website, first, we calculate the
target language bytes present in each webpage of a website
that is successfully crawled in previous crawling cycles. Next,
the LRL score is assigned by calculating the average num-
ber of target language bytes present in all webpages of a
website. Let n number of webpages from a crawled website
(website) and each webpage contains target language bytes
(TLGByteswebpage). Then, the LRLwebsite score is calculated
by using Equation 3.

LRLScorewebsite =
1
n

n∑
j=1

TLGByteswebpage (3)

The algorithm to calculate the LRL website score of web-
sites is presented in Algorithm 1. We implement the LRL
scoring algorithm in Java language and integrate it into Nutch
in ‘UpdateDB’ class. Furthermore, we have released Nutch
plugins of Web-AM, content-size filter, and LRL website
scoring algorithm on SourceForge.5 With few configurable
parameters, one can crawl a high-quality language corpus of
any LRL with our plugins.

B. CORPUS ANALYZER
The second major module of our Corpulyzer framework
performs analysis of the developed corpus using traditional
evaluation metrics used in web measurements, NLP, and
IR as shown in Figure 1. The details of these evaluation
metrics are provided in Section III. However, we note that

5https://sourceforge.net/projects/corpulyzer-urdu/

these commonly used evaluation metrics do not capture the
content-richness of a website with respect to the target lan-
guage.

In this regard, we define new evaluation metrics of
content-richness to perform in-depth analysis of the crawled
corpus from different aspects.

Our content-richness measure consists of two metrics:
i) webpage-language-share and ii) website-language-
richness. Table 2 describes terms and abbreviations used to
define new metrics.
• Webpage-language-share is defined as the percentage
of target language content measured in bytes or tokens
in a webpage. We calculate the webpage-language-share
(LShTLG) score of a TLG using Equation 4.

LShTLG =
ContentSizeTLG
ContentSizetotal

× 100 (4)

• Website-language-richness is an average value of a
webpage-language-share scores of all webpages of a
website. We calculate the website-language-richness
(SiteR) score of a target website using Equation 5.

SiteRTLG =
1
n

n∑
j=1

LShTLGj (5)

Given the traditional and newly defined metrics, corpus
analyzer initiates analysis of the corpus from different angles.
It is worth noting that URL depth alludes to the website
structure. The proposed corpus analyzer initiates web mea-
surements analysis of the corpus by examining the frequency
of webpages from each website and their respective URL
depth. Next, we focus on measuring the quality of crawled
websites using the Alexa traffic rank service and Harmonic
centrality ranking. For NLP/IR analysis, first, the diversity
of corpus vocabulary is measured by calculating language
and non-language tokens using a uni-code range of tar-
get language. Similar to vocabulary, heterogeneity of web-
pages is explored by detecting exact and near duplicates.
For exact-duplicates detection, first, the hash value of all
webpages is calculated by parsing the content to Message-
Digest-5 (MD5) algorithm [90]. Then, MD5 hash value of
all webpages is compared to identify exact-duplicates with
the same hash code. Furthermore, we detect near-duplicates
using fuzzy hash algorithm of Textprofile-Signature [91].
It tokenizes the textual field and selects the effective alphanu-
meric tokens by discarding tokens with length less than a
fixed threshold. Moreover, Zipf’s law that provides insight
on the distribution of all tokens in the corpus is examined.
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Finally, the content-richness of webpage/website is measured
using our newly defined metrics.

V. URDU LANGUAGE – CASE STUDY
In this section, we present a case study of the Urdu lan-
guage corpus using Corpulyzer. First, we show the efficacy
of the Corpulyzer framework. Next, we describe the process
of developing UrduWeb20 corpus. Finally, we prepare other
datasets from the Common Crawl Corpus for the comparison.

A. CORPULYZER – PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The key objective of the Corpulyzer framework is to tweak
the biasness of default Nutch crawler towards language-rich
websites containing high-quality content of the target lan-
guage. Next, we explore the performance evaluation perspec-
tive of the Corpulyzer framework. For this purpose, we run
Corpulyzer with default Nutch crawler and with our modifi-
cations as described in Section IV. First, we prepare two sets
of seed URLs: i) Urdu-rich and ii) random. Here, we refer
webpages with at least 256 bytes of Urdu content size as
Urdu-rich webpages whereas random may contain any num-
ber of Urdu bytes. The reason for using 256 bytes content size
threshold is explained when we describeUrduWeb20 dataset.
In addition, for each ranking score algorithm, we crawl the
WWW three times using seed URLs selected with following
combinations of Urdu-rich and random sets: i) 50% URLs
from both sets, ii) 25% from Urdu-rich and 75% URLs from
random set, and iii) 100% URLs from the random set. The
Nutch crawler is configured to crawl top 10,000 URLs for
eleven cycles with total 10,000 seed URLs. After crawling,
the yield rate of the Crawler for each cycle is calculated as
in [41]. Let TotalPages be the total number of webpages suc-
cessfully crawled by the crawler in a cycle andUrduPages are
the number of crawled pages having Urdu language content.
Then, the yield rate of crawler for the cycle is calculated using
Equation 6

Yieldrate =
UrduPages
TotalPages

× 100 (6)

Figure 3 shows the yield rate of the crawler for default
and LRL website scoring algorithms with a combination
of 50% seed URLs selected from two sets. We observe that
initially, for the first cycle, both crawling algorithms achieve
63% yield rate because same seed URLs are fetched in both
cases. However, the yield rate in case of default crawler drops
exponentially to almost 0% in the 6th cycle. Interestingly,
this result shows that crawler is unable to fetch more Urdu
webpages and is wasting resources on crawling non-Urdu
content. On the other hand, the LRL website scoring algo-
rithm improves the yield rate value from 63 to 73%. More-
over, average values of yield rate for 11 cycles are 13%
and 70% for default and LRL website scoring algorithm,
respectively. We note that after further applying content-size
filter of 256 bytes after crawling, yield rate slightly dropped
as expected. The crawling results using other combinations
of seed URLs from the two sets show similar behavior. These

FIGURE 3. Yield rate of default and LRL website scoring with seed of 50%
Urdu-rich URLs (CSF = Content-size filter).

TABLE 3. Urdu bytes vs webpages for content-size filter.

results establish that Corpulyzer is an essential and effective
tool for LRL crawling.

B. UrduWeb20 CORPUS
Before availing Corpulyzer to build high-quality Urdu lan-
guage corpus, we need to address one challenging question
regarding the optimal threshold value for the content-size
filter (Section IV) that removes noisy webpages with min-
imal loss and yet keeps reasonable amount of the overall
crawled data. To determine the threshold value, first, we filter
URLs of 1.28 million Urdu webpages from the Common
Crawl release of December 2016. Our previous research [40]
elaborates the implementation details and characteristics of
these URLs. However, these URLs are selected after parsing
the complete HTML of webpages while Corpulyzer parses
only the main content of webpages extracted usingWeb-AM.
We crawl all these URLs and filter out Urdu webpages using
Web-AM and CLD2. Interestingly, only 25.7% (0.33 million)
out of 1.28 million webpages are identified as containing
Urdu content after parsing the main content. In order to
calculate the optimal threshold value, we calculate Bytestotal
in all these crawled webpages and Bytesthreshold after apply-
ing the threshold value of 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 bytes.
Table 3 provides the number of webpages and Urdu bytes
after applying different values of thresholds. We observe that
the threshold value of 256 bytes preserves 96.5% of Urdu
bytes while removing 38.2% noisy webpages fulfilling the
criteria of selecting the minimum number of webpages while
preserving 95% Urdu content. Hence, we use the threshold
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TABLE 4. Statistics of CC-Urdu-html, CC-Urdu-crawl, and UrduWeb20 datasets.

TABLE 5. Statistics of CC-Urdu-meta dataset.

value of 256 bytes for the Urdu language webpages. It is
worth noting that although our empirical evaluation to deter-
mine a threshold value for content-size filter is generic, how-
ever, this threshold may differ for other LRLs due to character
encoding. Next, we initiate the crawling of WWW for Urdu
webpages by using URLs of 1.28 million Urdu webpages
mentioned above. In addition, URLs of manually selected
top 1,000 Urdu websites are added in the seed. Leveraging
from these seed URLs, Web-AM, content-size filter with
256 bytes threshold, and LRL website scoring algorithm,
we crawl the WWW for four years from 2016 to 2020 and
successfully collect 8.0 million Urdu webpages crawled from
6,590 websites. The details of UrduWeb20 corpus are given
in Table 4.

C. COMMON CRAWL URDU CORPUS
Common Crawl Corpus (CCC) is commonly used to develop
corpora for LRLs ( [38], [40], [92], [93]) by filtering
language-specific webpages instead of crawling the whole
WWW indigenously. In general, CCC release meta-data as
well as the crawled content where former is lightweight
and easier to analyze and latter requires huge bandwidth
to download and store the data. As an alternate strategy,
we build three datasets using CC released data: i) CC-meta,
ii) CC-Urdu-meta, and ii) CC-Urdu-crawl. First, we build
CC-meta dataset to explore the impact of URL selection and
crawling strategies of CommonCrawl in general. This dataset
consists of meta-information of 29.1 billion URLs in 11 com-
mon crawl releases from September2018 – June2019. This
meta-information of each release is available in the form
of compressed files (>200GB size) with information of
webpage URL, MIME-type, and charset etc [94]. Next,

we build CC-Urdu-meta dataset by filtering out Urdu web-
pages. We note that from August 2018 onward releases [95],
CC also provides ISO6 language code of top three lan-
guages present in webpages after parsing HTML of the web-
page from CLD2. We select a webpage only if the Urdu
language is detected irrespective of the rank provided by
CLD2. Table 5 provides details of CC-Urdu-meta dataset
containing URLs of Urdu webpages. For each CC release,
Urdu webpages from 16K-23K websites are crawled and the
cumulative size of these HTML pages remains in the range
of 32-40GB. CC-Urdu-meta contains URLs of 10.9 mil-
lion Urdu webpages, however, after de-duplication, it has
5.2 million unique webpages crawled from 57.6K websites.
In essence, CC-Urdu-meta dataset contains only URLs of
Urdu webpages. UrduWeb20 on the other hand contains con-
tent of webpages extracted after parsing HTML of webpages
from Web-AM and content-size filter. Therefore, we also
crawl Urdu webpages using URLs available in CC-Urdu-
meta to build CC-Urdu-html. Finally, we parse CC-Urdu-
html from same filters to build CC-Urdu-crawl for fair
comparison. However, due to limited resources, we crawl
Urdu webpages from only three CCC releases, namely:
i) December 2016 (CC16), ii) December 2018 (CC18), and
iii) June 2019 (CC19). Table 4 provides statistics of CC-Urdu-
html and CC-Urdu-crawl corpora. In general, we find that 70-
76% webpages in CC-Urdu-html corpus contain only noisy
content as they are removed by Web-AM and content-size
filters. Additionally, upto 85% websites contain only noisy
Urdu webpages. After crawling and filtration, CC16, CC18,

6International Organization for Standardization
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TABLE 6. Names and descriptions of datasets.

FIGURE 4. Top 5 and Perso-Arabic languages in CC-meta.

and CC19 have 0.2, 0.2, and 0.3 million webpages, respec-
tively. Table 6 provides descriptions of all datasets.

VI. RESULTS
In this section, we compare different characteristics of our
datasets obtained through Common Crawl and Corpulyzer.
First, we present results related to web measurements. Next,
we discuss content-richness of webpages and websites.
Finally, we study the language diversity through the lens of
NLP and IR.

A. WEB MEASUREMENTS
1) CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
We begin our analysis by asking a question that how much
of LRL content is crawled by the Common Crawl that can be
effectively used to build LRL corpora. To answer this ques-
tion, we examine CC-meta dataset. Figure 4 shows the mean
percentage of webpages belonging to the five most-frequent
languages, i.e., English, Russian, German, Chinese, and
Japanese. The percentage values of Perso-Arabic languages
such as Arabic, Persian, and Urdu are also provided. Unsur-
prisingly, English language content dominates the Common
Crawl with 43.92% webpages. However, Arabic, Persian,
and Urdu have a very low percentage of webpages with
values of 0.66, 0.64, and 0.022%, respectively. In addition,
the webpages with the MIME type of text are generally
used to build textual corpora [96], [97]. Therefore, we also

study the distribution of content MIME types in all the CC-
meta dataset. We note that text is the most dominant MIME
type with a share of 98% webpages while the percentage
of image MIME type varies from 0.02% to 3%. From this
result, one can conclude that crawlers of Common Crawl are
designed to prioritize webpages with text content to optimize
the storage and crawling bandwidth. In general, the Common
Crawl contains a uniform distribution of different language
webpages in different releases. We also note that CC-meta is
dominated by the textual content of high-resource languages.
These results are consistent with our previous observations
reported in Shafiq et al. [40].

2) CRAWLING – URL SELECTION ALGORITHM
Next, we focus on exploring the URL selection algorithm
of the Common Crawl by examining the diversity of web-
pages and websites in CC-meta dataset. First, we analyze
the overlap of webpages in CC-meta by calculating the Jac-
card similarity coefficient of URLs. Figure 5a illustrates the
overlap of URLs in CC-meta and CC-Urdu-meta datasets
where more overlap is highlighted with the dark shaded area.
It is worth noting that two consecutive releases of CC have
negligible overlap between URLs while alternate consecutive
data points have maximum overlap. This is an interesting
pattern and raises an important question regarding the selec-
tion algorithm of websites for the crawling. We investigate
this question by calculating the churn-rate (Section III) of
websites within two consecutive releases of CC-Urdu-meta.
Figure 5b shows the percentage of websites dropped and
re-crawled in subsequent releases of CC-Urdu-meta. Note
that the churn rate for the first release cannot be calculated.
On average, 34% websites are dropped by Common Crawl
in the next release. The churn rate of websites varies from
18 to 55%. We conclude that the Common Crawl URL selec-
tion algorithm schedules URLs from different websites for
re-crawling after a certain period of time to get the updated
webpage.

3) CONTENT COVERAGE
Next, we compare CC-Urdu-crawl and UrduWeb20 with the
question that how many webpages in CC-Urdu-crawl are
also crawled by the Corpulyzer to estimate the coverage
of webpages in UrduWeb20. Figure 6a shows the number
of overlapping URLs in all 11 possible combinations of
CC16, CC18, CC19, and UrduWeb20 datasets. Interestingly,
UrduWeb20 contains only 26K webpages from CC16. Intu-
itively, one may expect that UrduWeb20 should contain all
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FIGURE 5. Common Crawl Corpus analysis for a) URLs overlap with Jaccard similarity b) churn rate of websites.

FIGURE 6. Analysis of CC-Urdu-crawl and UrduWeb20 for a) webpages overlap b) webpages per website.

webpages of CC16 because it was used as a seed to initiate the
crawling. However, in UrduWeb20, webpages are re-crawled
periodically to remove dead webpages. Hence, these dead
webpages from CC16 are removed in UrduWeb20. More-
over, UrduWeb20 contains 31.2% (101K) webpages from the
latest dataset of CC19. Another aspect regarding coverage
of content is the extent to which the crawler crawls web-
pages from the websites. To inspect this aspect, Figure 6b
compares the frequency of websites in UrduWeb20 and CC-
Urdu-crawl with 1, 2-9, 10-99, 100-999, 1k-10k and greater

than 10k webpages. We observe that 3.47% websites in
UrduWeb20 and only 0.02-0.25% websites in CC-Urdu-
crawl datasets contain greater than 10k webpages. Also,
40-61% websites in CC-Urdu-crawl contain only one web-
page. To explore this issue further, we find the URL depth
of all URLs in UrduWeb20 and CC-Urdu-crawl. We note
that all URLs in CC-Urdu-crawl datasets have maximum
URL depth of 12 while UrduWeb20 crawls webpages up
to the URL depth of 25. We conclude that the Common
Crawl crawls only limited number of webpages from a single
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of Common Crawl and UrduWeb20 for a) webpage size b) website-language-richness.

website to cover large number of websites. However, in-depth
crawling of websites with high-quality LRL content is done
by Corpulyzer which is highly desirable to build large scale
high-quality corpus of LRL. Furthermore, we compare the
size of raw HTML webpages in UrduWeb20 with Common
Crawl. For this purpose, we build the CC16-repo dataset by
downloading the HTML of Urdu webpages in CC16 from
CommonCrawl repository available onAmazon Simple Stor-
age Service (Amazon S3) [98]. Figure 7a shows the CCDF
plot of HTML webpage sizes of CC16-repo and UrduWeb20.
We observe that both datasets have majority of webpages
with size between 10 KB to 1MB. However, this plot also
indicates that during crawling webpages having a size greater
than 1MB are trimmed by Common Crawl to optimize
storage resources [99]. We note that UrduWeb20 contains
7,354 webpages with size greater than 1MB. Our manual
analysis of these webpages reveals that religious blogs and
discussion forums contain large-sized HTML webpages. The
performance of different NLP applications like classification,
translation, and summarization will be affected adversely due
to the absence of content from these domains.

B. WEB CONTENT RICHNESS
1) WEBPAGE LANGUAGE SHARE
Next, we focus our attention towards content-rich LRL web-
pages and websites. First, we compare webpage-language-
share (LShUrdu) values of CC-Urdu-html, CC-Urdu-crawl,
and UrduWeb20 to test the efficacy of different fil-
ters integrated into the Corpulyzer. Table 7 shows fre-
quency of webpages in bins of 0-49, 50-79, 80-89, 90-94,
and 95-100 LShUrdu values. For brevity, in case of CC-
Urdu-html and CC-Urdu-crawl, only value of CC18 are
provided. We observe that CC-Urdu-html contains 45%
webpages with less than 50% LShUrdu. In addition, only

TABLE 7. Comparison of Webpage-language-share.

16% webpages contain more than 90% Urdu content. Inter-
estingly, UrduWeb20 and CC-Urdu-crawl contain 88-89%
and 98% webpages with >95% LShUrdu. Also, CC-Urdu-
crawl contains less than 9% webpages with less than 90%
LShUrdu. We conclude that Web-AM and content-size filter
select high-quality webpages of Urdu language. Moreover,
we investigate the distribution of other languages present
in different datasets. Table 8 provides the frequency of
most frequent languages of Urdu, English, Arabic, and Per-
sian present in UrduWeb20 and CC-Urdu-crawl. English
is the second most common language which is present in
7-13% webpages of CC-Urdu-crawl and 21.66% webpages
of UrduWeb20. We also observe that Arabic and Persian are
succeeding English with the presence of up to 1.25 and 1.15%
webpages in CC-Urdu-crawl and UrduWeb20, respectively.
The presence of these languages is not unexpected due to the
common vocabulary in Perso-Arabic languages.

2) WEBSITE CONTENT RICHNESS
At a high level, just like webpages, identification of
content-rich websites is crucial for building high-quality
LRL corpora. For this purpose, we plot CDF of website-
language-richness (SiteRUrdu) of websites in CC-Urdu-html,
CC-Urdu-crawl, and UrduWeb20 in Figure 7b. Our analysis
reveals that 50% websites have 8%, 70%, and 89% Urdu
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of top websites in UrduWeb20 for a) content-coverage b) website ranking.

TABLE 8. Distribution of languages in CC-Urdu-crawl and UrduWeb20.

content in CC-Urdu-html, CC-Urdu-crawl, and UrduWeb20,
respectively. The results provide three compelling insights
regarding the selection of websites for LRL content. First,
CC-Urdu-html contains 69–90% of websites contain noisy
Urdu content and these numbers are quite understandable
because Common Crawl is generic and not language focused.
Second,Web-AMand content-size filter facilitate selection of
content-rich websites highlighted by the increase in median
SiteRUrdu value by a factor of 7.7–8.4. Finally, crawling of
WWW using LRL website scoring algorithm selects highly
content-rich websites because average SiteRUrdu is further
enhanced by a factor of 9–10 compared to CC-Urdu-html.
The key factors of such variations in results are Corpulyzer’s
LRL website scoring algorithm (Section IV) and content
filters that prefer websites having more Urdu content while
selecting webpages for crawling.

Furthermore, in order to examine the content-coverage
of the content-rich website in UrduWeb20, we explore the
frequency and bytes of webpages in top-Nwebsites according
to SiteRUrdu score. We define content-coverage across top-N
websites as percentage of content in terms of number of
webpages and bytes crawled from these websites. Figure 8a
shows the percentage of webpages and bytes contributed
by top-100, 1k, 2k, 3k, 4k, 5k, 6k, and ‘All’ websites in
UrduWeb20. We found that the top 500 (7.6%) websites
account for 81% webpages and 87% bytes. Interestingly,

we find that 95% of bytes in the UrduWeb20 are contributed
by the top 1000 (15%) websites. This high coverage is mainly
due to LRL website scoring algorithm as websites with
higher number of Urdu bytes are preferred by the Corpulyzer.
In addition, we analyze SiteRUrdu scores of 229 (3.47%) web-
sites with 10k+ Urdu webpages (see Figure 6b) and found
that these websites are ranked among top 1000 websites in the
UrduWeb20. The discovery of these content-rich websites by
the Corpulyzer is a valuable contribution in the perspective of
LRL corpus building. Table 9 provides a list of top websites
in UrduWeb20 w.r.t. number of webpages and bytes.

3) WEBSITE RANKING
Next, we compare website rankings of 6,590 websites by
SiteRUrdu with two other well-known website ranking lists
of harmonic centrality (HC) and Alexa global traffic rank
(AR). For HC websites ranking, we leverage the publicly
available web-graph of websites released by the Common
Crawl. In particular, we use HC ranking of websites available
in web-graph of May/Jun/Jul 2019 [100]. We compare rank-
ings of SiteRUrdu with HC and AR using Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient [101]. Figure 8b shows the correlation
between SiteRUrdu, HC, and AR rankings after selecting top
10, 100, 1k, 2k, 3k, 4k, 5k, 6k, and ‘All’ websites according
to SiteRUrdu score. Surprisingly, SiteRUrdu ranking has a
negative correlation with both Alexa and harmonic centrality
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TABLE 9. Top websites in UrduWeb20 w.r.t. webpages and Urdu bytes.

TABLE 10. Statistics of vocabulary in CC-Urdu-crawl and UrduWeb20.

ranking ranging from -0.1 to -0.4. SiteRUrdu has a high neg-
ative correlation with AR and HC when top 3K websites are
selected. These top 3k websites cover 97% Urdu bytes and
89%Urduwebpages inUrduWeb20, highlighted in Figure 8a.
From these result, we conclude that generic website ranking
is not effective for LRL corpus building.

C. NLP/IR
1) VOCABULARY DISTRIBUTION
Vocabulary distribution is an eminent feature to measure
the diversity of the corpus. As mentioned in Section III,
we calculate unique, total, language, and non-language
tokens using unicode range of Urdu ‘U+0600 to U+06FF,
U+0750 to U+077F, U+FB50 to U+FDFF, and U+FE70 to
U+FEFF’ [102]. Table 10 shows the distribution of lan-
guage and non-language tokens for UrduWeb20 and CC-
Urdu-crawl. The results indicate the similar distribution of
language and non-language tokens in CC-Urdu-crawl and
UrduWeb20 with 27-35% unique and 10-13% total non-Urdu
tokens. We further analyze the vocabulary of dataset using
Zipf’s law. Figure 9 shows the Zipf’s law distribution of
UrduWeb20 for 13.1, 110.3 and 360.6 million unique uni-
gram, bi-gram, and tri-gram tokens, respectively. Overall,
the vocabulary distributions in UrduWeb20 conforms to
Zipf’s law.

2) DUPLICATE WEBPAGES
Similar to NLP, the performance of IR systems heavily rely
on the diversity of webpages in the corpus. The presence of
duplicate content impacts the quality of search results. In
general, CC-Urdu-crawl dataset contains 8-16% exact and
13-23% near duplicates. Similarly, UrduWeb20 contains 12%
exact and 8% near duplicates. We manually examined these

FIGURE 9. Zipf’s law distribution of UrduWeb20.

duplicate webpages in detail and found that in some case
webpages are labelled as duplicates due to website archival
practice. Webmasters archived their webpages on different
URLs and crawlers fetched both webpages resulting in dupli-
cate webpages. Our results highlight the importance of using
de-duplication algorithms to build the LRL corpora.

VII. UrduWeb20 – COMPARISON AND APPLICATIONS
In this section, first we compare different characteris-
tics of UrduWeb20 with other Urdu language corpora.
Next, we present NLP and IR applications built by using
UrduWeb20.

A. COMPARISON WITH OTHER DATASETS
Recently, the research community has focused on the devel-
opment of Urdu language corpus to build various applications
such as topic classification, sentiment analysis, fake news
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TABLE 11. Comparison of UrduWeb20 with Urdu language corpora (Web = Web measurements, CR = Content-richness).

detection, plagiarism detection, and different IR systems.
Table 11 summarizes different characteristics of other avail-
able corpora and UrduWeb20. For instance, Northwestern
Polytechnical University Urdu (NPUU) and COrpus of Urdu
News TExtReuse (COUNTER) are publicly available Urdu
language datasets build to train classifiers for the news text
classification. However, only NLP/IR based characteristics
of vocabulary distribution of news for NPUU (10,819) and
COUNTER (1,200) are available. Similarly, Naive collection,
Collection of Urdu NewsText (COUNT19), Urdu Corpus,
and DSL Urdu News datasets have been developed to train
classifiers for Urdu text classification. These datasets contain
a limited number of webpages (662–26,067) due to limited
scope of developed applications. For fake news detection,
a dataset of ‘bend the truth corpus’ containing only 900 Urdu
news webpages is released publicly. Similarly, for plagia-
rism detection, Urdu Paraphrase Plagiarism Corpus (UPPC)
dataset of 160 articles is developed. Additionally, large scale
Urdu dataset of ‘Common Crawl Urdu’ was developed. The
dataset was built by filtering 1.28 million Urdu webpages
from the Common Crawl. Our survey highlights two distinct
characteristics of UrduWeb20. First, the majority of Urdu
datasets are built for specific tasks like text classification and
they contain a limited number of webpages to reduce the
human effort. On the other hand,UrduWeb20 provides a large
amount of Urdu content which can be easily used to develop
corpora for various applications. Second, the in-depth charac-
teristics of web measurements, NLP/IR, and content-richness
of UrduWeb20 are examined to make it a valuable resource
for the research communities in the NLP/IR fields.

B. NLP/IR APPLICATIONS
UrduWeb20 is effectively used to develop and test NLP
and IR applications for the Urdu language. For instance,
UrduWeb20 is employed by Kausar et al. [61] for the pro-
paganda detection from the Urdu content. Authors train
machine learning models on the gold standard dataset of

Urdu content. For validation of models, 6.4 million Urdu
webpages from our previous release of UrduWeb20 are clas-
sified. Authors pre-process the text by removing special char-
acters and URLs from the text. Next, the Urdu stop words
are removed using a manually defined dictionary of Urdu
stopwords. Finally, state-of-the-art classification models with
multiple text features are evaluated to find the best performing
model and features. In addition, the propaganda score of each
website is calculated to identify websites spreading malicious
content in the Urdu language. Similarly, an IR application
‘Parakh’7 is built to detect the plagiarized content in the Urdu
language. This system uses UrduWeb20 along with Urdu
language theses and research papers to detect and generate
the plagiarism report. Furthermore, selected webpages of
UrduWeb20 are also used to develop Urdu domain classifica-
tion system [62]. We believe UrduWeb20 is one step forward
in removing obstacles such as scarcity of high-quality data
faced by the NLP/IR research community.

VIII. CONCLUSION
A high-quality textual corpus is a pre-requisite to build state-
of-the-art AI-based services. However, for Low-Resource
Languages (LRL), the development of these services face the
major challenge of corpora scarcity. In this article, we pur-
pose ‘‘Corpulyzer’’ – a novel framework for building low
resource language corpora using our proposed LRL website
scoring and content-size filter. In addition, our framework
analyzes crawled corpus using metrics from web measure-
ments, NLP/IR, and content-richness. In particular, we intro-
duce two metrics of webpage-language-share and website-
content-richness to measure the content richness of LRL
corpora. Using Corpulyzer, we prepare a Urdu language web
corpus (UrduWeb20) containing 8 million webpages crawled
from 6,590 websites. Another contribution of this article is
in-depth comparison ofUrduWeb20with threeUrdu language
corpora filtered from Common Crawl Corpus (CCC). Our

7https://parakh.cle.org.pk/
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results show that Corpulyzer improves the average yield
rate of the crawler from 13% to 70%. Moreover, the selec-
tion of websites with content-size filter enhances the value
of website-content-richness by a factor of 7.7-8.4. Also,
top 3,000 websites selected according to website-content-
richness cover 97% Urdu content of UrduWeb20. Our frame-
work is generic and can be used for the development of large
scale corpora for different natural languages.

In future, we plan to enhance Corpulyzer framework fur-
ther by integrating the URL scheduling algorithm along with
LRL websites scoring for extensive coverage of LRL con-
tent on WWW. In addition, we will use different optimiza-
tion strategies for the selection of the threshold value of
the content-size filter to offset different character encoding
formats for different LRLs. With regards to content-richness
metrics, other complex content quality metrics such as read-
ability, cohesion, and coherence can be included for the cor-
pus evaluation.
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